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Born a Slave: Rediscovering Arthur Jackson’s African American Heritage
By the close of the Civil War in 1865 all American
slaves became free citizens. Suddenly a new life dawned
for them and their descendants.
Arthur Jackson, an African American slave born in 1856
in Kanawha County, Virginia, was nine-years-old when he
and his family were emancipated in Franklin County,
Missouri. He took the surname of his slaveholder, Richard
Ludlow and Lucinda (DeAtley) Jackson, Sr., within whose
household he was born and lived until adulthood.
Eventually, Arthur met Ida May Anderson, a Caucasian
woman, and they raised a family of six children who
passed for white. Arthur's black heritage became a family
secret and was eventually forgotten within living memory.
During the following century, five generations of Arthur
and Ida’s descendants lived as white Americans.
Thirty years of genealogy by one of their great-greatgrandsons revealed the secret that Arthur was born a slave,
that he and Ida were a biracial couple, and that their
children were of mixed racial heritage, confirmed by DNA.
Born a Slave: Rediscovering Arthur Jackson's AfricanAmerican Heritage explores this man's birth, childhood,
life as a freedman, his ancestry, and his slaveholder's
family. It also calls all Americans—regardless of apparent
race or ethnicity—to abandon preconceptions and explore
their every ancestor objectively and with an open mind . . .
especially if they may have been a slaveholder, or if they
were born a slave.
by David W. Jackson
© 2015 David W. Jackson
ISBN/EAN13: 0970430817 / 978-0970430816 (The Orderly Pack Rat)
Page Count: 327
The Call article, Kansas City, Missouri, by Tracy Allen
Trim Size: 6” x 9”
The Kansas City Star (816 Northland edition) article by Jesus Lopez-Gomez
Soft cover
The (Independence) Examiner article by Jeff Fox
$20 online $20 check
The Kansas City Star article by James A. “Jim” Fussell

Kansas City’s LGBTQIA History
Enlarged!
Expanded
2nd Edition!

$ 20
Extensive timeline of Kansas City’s
LGBTQIA history, 1812 to 2016
Digest of LGBTQIA-related local
history articles
Census of KC’s Bar,
Lounge & Night Clubs…
1930’s to present!

ISBN: 978-0970430809
414-pages; illustrations;
bibliography; index
Amazon.com
Three years before the 1969 Stonewall Riots in NYC, the 'gay liberation' movement catapulted in Kansas City in
February 1966, when the National Planning Conference of Homophile Organizations (NPCHO) was established to
form the first-ever, truly national coalition of gay and lesbian leaders. They met at the State Hotel in downtown
Kansas City, Missouri. 2016 marked the 50th Anniversary of that historic local event with national impact. Changing
Times pays homage to Phyllis Shafer, whose gay son, Drew, unwittingly became one of Kansas City's leading LGBT
activists. This expanded and enlarged, second edition features a timeline of events dating to the early 1800s;
milestone moments in local history in context with national and world events; a digest of articles chronicling Kansas
City's LGBTQIA history; and, a comprehensive census of all known bars/clubs from the 1930s to the present.
Kansas City’s LGBTQ History Facebook
Independence Examiner review

HistoryPin Collection mapping 150+ LGBT-KC
establishments, 1930s-now

Vital Historical Records of Jackson County, 1826-1876
Originally published in 1933 and long out-of-print, The Orderly Pack Rat now makes this important
Jackson County, Missouri, resource permanently available to the public. The ladies of the Kansas City Chapter
of the Daughters of the American Revolution accomplished a monumental feat…at the beginning of the Great
Depression.
Not only did they survey and abstract very early church records, and traipse through hundreds of small,
family cemeteries throughout Jackson County to transcribe tombstone inscriptions, but, they did it in a time
when society dictated that women had to wear full-length dresses nearly to the ground (not to mention all kinds
of undergarments)…in the heat of Missouri’s summers! Just imagine the EFFORT not only in collecting but
assembling and typesetting the magnificent resource that is Vital Historical Records!
This edition contains a full-name and subject index not available in the 1933 edition. It also contains
historical background on the DAR chapter that originally produced this book.
by David W. Jackson
Volume 1 ISBN: 978-1-7343686-0-4
Volume 2 ISBN: 978-1-7343686-1-1
Volume 3 ISBN: 978-1-7343686-2-8

(The Orderly Pack Rat)
(The Orderly Pack Rat)
(The Orderly Pack Rat)

$10 online
$10 online
$15 online

Page Count: 688 in three volumes
Trim Size: 8.5” x 11” Softcover

In 1933 and 1934, the Kansas City Chapter, Daughters of the American Revolution, abstracted Jackson County,
Missouri, church records from 93 congregations that were known to have organized before 1875. They also
made nearly 9,200 tombstone transcriptions from some 200 countywide pioneer graveyards and cemeteries.
This 3-volume set honors the DAR ladies, and keeps the product of their labor in print for future historians.

Direct Your Letters to San Jose
The California Gold Rush Letters of James and David Lee Campbell
They traveled overland in 1850 for gold! Did they strike it rich?
Take a look.
Read the Table of Contents.
Read the Introduction.
by David W. Jackson, editor
© 2000 David W. Jackson
ISBN/EAN13: 0970430892 / 978-0970430892 (The Orderly Pack Rat)
Page Count: 387
Trim Size: 6” x 9”
Hard cover
$30 check

Make the Walls Talk: Construction Tools for
Building a House History, A Guidebook for Jackson
County, Missouri
by David W. Jackson
© 2018 David W. Jackson (The Orderly Pack Rat)
Page Count: 12
Trim Size: 5.5” x 8.5” Soft cover
$3 check

Practical Preservation: Simple,
Sensible Steps to Safeguard
Family Heirlooms
by David W. Jackson
© 2018 David W. Jackson
(The Orderly Pack Rat)
Page Count: 12
Trim Size: 5.5” x 8.5” Soft cover
$3 check

A River Runs By It
The Story of Independence
and Jackson County, Missouri
Souvenir booklet about Jackson County's 175+year heritage
by David W. Jackson
© 2007 Jackson County Historical Society
Page Count: 16
Trim Size: 5.5” x 8.5” Soft cover
$3 online

1877 Illustrated Historical Atlas, Jackson County, Missouri
This is the EARLIEST SET of detailed plat maps available, and includes statistics, history and engravings of
some of Jackson County's prominent places in 1877. A new, full-name and subject index edited by David W.
Jackson points to thousands of residents who owned property in the County in 1877.
© 2007 Jackson County Historical Society
Page Count: 83
Trim Size: 11” x 17”
Soft cover
$25 online

Saving Sacred Cemetery Spaces
Booklet discusses practical ways that individuals, neighbors, neighborhoods,
and communities may realistically try to save and care for small, pioneer
cemeteries.
by David W. Jackson
© 2018 David W. Jackson (The Orderly Pack Rat)
Page Count: 16
Trim Size: 5.5” x 8.5”
Soft cover
$3 check

LOCK DOWN
Outlaws, Lawmen and Frontier Justice
in Jackson County, Missouri
The oldest surviving structure on Independence Square is the
County’s ironclad jail building constructed in 1859 using African
American slave labor. Along the sidewalk of Main Street is the
quaint, Federal-style home of the Jackson County jailor from 1859
to 1933 when the site was decommissioned by the County. What
you don’t see from the street is the massive, 2-story limestone cell
block that adjoins the rear of the home. This is a sesquicentennial
souvenir edition with facts never before assembled!
by David W. Jackson and Paul Kirkman
© 2009, 2012 Jackson County Historical Society
ISBN/EAN13: 0974136565 / 978-0974136561
(Jackson County Historical Society)
Page Count: 194
Trim Size: 8” x 10”
Soft cover
$10 online

Kansas City Chronicles: An Up-to-Date History
A very popular title! Short, interesting, easy-to-read
vignettes that focus on 175-years of history that solidify
Kansas City (and Jackson County) as one of the most
unique cities/counties in the United States.
by David W. Jackson
© 2010 David W. Jackson
EAN13: 978-1596299863 (The History Press)
Page Count: 157
Trim Size: 6” x 9”
Soft cover
$20 online
$20 check

Lost Souls of the Lost Township: Untold Life
Stories of the People Buried in the Davis-Smith
Cemetery, Kansas City, Missouri
Will this historic, sacred spot be preserved as ‘progress’ looms in
the neighborhood? Buried here are a Revolutionary War patriot,
Jackson County pioneers, and Mexican and Civil War veterans,
including southern women suspected as spies in the 1860s and
who perished in an unfortunate collapse of the Union prison
where they were incarcerated.
by Paul R. Petersen and David W. Jackson
© 2011 Paul R. Petersen
ISBN/EAN13: 0970430868 / 978-0970430861
(The Orderly Pack Rat)
Page Count: 76
Trim Size: 6” x 9”
Soft cover
$10 online
$10 check

Recipes of Our Past: Morsels from Our Grandmothers’ Recipe Boxes
Most of the women represented here spent years of their lives bearing
and rearing families; toiling hours in antiquated kitchens feeding wood
cook stoves; tilling gardens; or, maintaining barn livestock. Some never
enjoyed “modern” conveniences of a refrigerator (or its predecessor, the
ice box); running water; a dishwasher; a food processor; or a gas,
electric, convection, or microwave oven. Yet here we are, with thanks,
gratitude, and honor to them . . . our grandmothers!
This book is ½ recipes and the other ½ are short biographies of the
women represented through the recipes they handed down to their
descendants. The stories, too, were handed down, and focus on women
with descriptions of their kitchens, and their daily routine of preparing
and providing sustenance for their loved ones.
by David W. Jackson and Caroll A. Butler
© 2005, 2011 David W. Jackson
ISBN/EAN13: 097043085X / 978-0970430854 (The Orderly Pack Rat)
Page Count: 304
Trim Size: 6” x 9”
Soft cover
$20 online $20 check

Favorite Recipes Cook Book:
Piedmont United Methodist Women
80th Anniversary Commemorative Indexed Edition.
Reprint of a 1931 cookbook by the Ladies' Aid of the
M. E. Church, Piedmont, Kansas.
© 2011 David W. Jackson
ISBN/EAN13: 1468157353 / 978-1468157352
(The Orderly Pack Rat)
Page Count: 68
Trim Size: 6” x 9”
Soft cover
$10 online $10 check

A History of Pink Hill Park and Veterans Way Memorial,
Blue Springs, Missouri
by David W. Jackson
© 2013 Jackson County Historical Society
ISBN/EAN13: 0615783880 / 978-0615783888 (Jackson County Historical Society)
Page Count: 46
Trim Size: 6” x 9”
Soft cover
$10 online

We Were Hanging by a Thread
Kansas City Garment District Pieces the Past Together
FULL COLOR INTERIOR
This book is about fashion history. Specifically, it
highlights Kansas City, Missouri's once worldrenowned textile and garment manufacturing industry.
It focuses on individuals that designer Ann Brownfield
has had acquaintance or first-hand business connections
with in her career, and in retirement as co-founder and
director of the Historic Kansas City Garment District
Museum. This book honors a diverse workforce from
native Kansas Citians and minority first- and secondgeneration Americans-from all backgrounds and
countries around the globe-who came to Kansas City for
their livelihood.
Anyone living, working, or visiting downtown Kansas
City, the "Heart of America," might find this book of
interest. Architectural historians should discover the
built environment of the Garment District notable. Even
barbeque enthusiasts will savor knowing that Henry
Perry, "the father of Kansas City-style barbecue," got
his start in 1908 from a stand in an alley in this historic
neighborhood. Prepare yourself to gain an appreciation
for an art form and way of life that is no more.
by Ann Brownfield and David W. Jackson
© 2013 Ann Brownfield and David W. Jackson
ISBN/EAN13 0970430833 / 978-0970430830 (The Orderly Pack Rat)
Page Count: 316
Trim Size: 8.5” x 8.5”
Soft cover, full-color
$55 online $55 by check

We Were Hanging by a Thread
Kansas City Garment District Pieces the Past Together
BLACK-AND-WHITE INTERIOR
by Ann Brownfield and David W. Jackson
© 2013 Ann Brownfield and David W. Jackson
ISBN/EAN13: 0970430825 / 978-0970430823
(The Orderly Pack Rat)
Page Count: 316
Trim Size: 8.5” x 8.5”
Soft cover, black-and-white
$25 online $25 by check

Winding the Clock on the Independence Square
Jackson County’s Historic Truman Courthouse
Independence Square in Independence, Jackson
County, Missouri, has been in the middle of some of the
most pivotal events in local and U.S. history.
In 1821—just after Missouri statehood and five years
before Jackson County was formed—freighters began
transporting goods from Missouri to Santa Fe, then part
of Mexico, and returning with Mexican goods and silver.
Early Mormon ‘saints’ ventured West in pursuit of
religious freedom in the 1830s. Then, in the early 1840s,
emigrants traveling the Oregon Trail circled
Independence Square. ‘49ers seeking gold in the
California Territory embarked on the California Trail
from Independence Square in 1849. Through the 1850s,
thousands of travelers outfitted here for their six-month
overland journey to the gold fields on the Pacific coast.
When Kansas was admitted as a Territory in 1854,
tensions began to rise between settlers at the edge of the
political boundary of the United States. The ensuing
Border War and later Civil War lasting until mid-1865
left a devastating impact on the community and cultural
landscape.
Harry S. Truman’s start in elected politics in the 1920s
eventually put Independence at center stage once again
after he ascended to become the 33rd President of the
United States. During his tenure as Judge of the County
Court, then Presiding Judge of Jackson County, and later
as Senator, Vice President, and President, Truman and
others saw Independence through the Great Depression and the Second World War.
The Square continued to evolve through the middle of the 20th century. As this book’s walking tour (Appendix
B) illustrates, most of the buildings around the Square date from the late 1880s through the 1970s. Urban
Renewal in the 1960s left its mark on the architecture of the Square until a revitalization based in historic
preservation began in earnest in the mid-1990s . . . and continues today (2013).
The 1838 nucleus of the present courthouse structure on Independence Square turned 175-years-old in 2013.
This notable anniversary coincided with the building’s re-dedication after a complete restoration and adaptive
reuse for the benefit of future generations of Jackson County citizens . . . and the many tourists who visit
Independence each year.
On Friday and Saturday nights from the 1930s to the 1960s, teenagers were seen cruising one way around the
courthouse square in what was known as “winding the clock.” What a perfect ‘time’ to “wind the clock” as we
look back on the history of Independence Square and Jackson County’s Historic Truman Courthouse.
by David W. Jackson
© 2013 Jackson County Historical Society
ISBN/EAN13: 0692051361 / 978-068202136-1 (Jackson County Historical Society)
Page Count: 244
Trim Size: 6” x 9”
Soft cover
$15 online

Other Books edited/designed by David W. Jackson
Double Entendre: The Parallel Lives of Mae West and Rae Bourbon
Mae West, actress, singer, playwright, screenwriter,
comedian, and sex symbol. Rae Bourbon, actor, singer,
playwright, comedian, and cross-dresser. Both
entertainers’ careers spanned seven decades, as they
individually and together worked in Burlesque, Vaudeville,
Broadway, silent movies, talkie movies, Old Time Radio,
and television, equally stirring up controversy, similarly
ribald and witty, and always outrageously risqué.
Mae’s legendary vehicles included the shocking
Broadway plays, Sex, The Drag, The Wicked Age, Pleasure
Man, and Diamond Lil. When topsy-turvy Hollywood
converted from silent movies to sound, Paramount Pictures
snapped her up for unforgettable series of celluloid
sensations, such as the Academy Award Best Picturenominated She Done Him Wrong (1933).
Rae’s renowned vehicles spanned the music halls
of London to the Vaudeville stages of America, with stops
along the way in silent movies, sound films, Carnegie Hall,
and a still-popular series of wacky, wry recordings.
Their parallel lives often crisscrossed, through side
by side appearances on stage, and through the blurred lines
of their often flamboyant yet always fascinating images.
Self-absorbed and sometimes delusional, neither realized
how shockingly different their final curtain would be.
Discover their unforgettable, interwoven stories in
Patrick C. Byrne’s richly researched biography.
“. . . Mae West, America’s original ‘queen of sex’ . . . Rae Bourbon, equally enigmatic ‘dame of
drag’ . . . discover the heartfelt and mindful souls beneath the glamorous façades of their stardom.”
-David W. Jackson, Archivist/Historian
“Both persisted in presenting their larger than life personas, becoming the subject of intense
scrutiny by public and private organizations for perceived morality violations on so-called ‘vulgar
and indecent’ behavior. Both paid the price for flaunting their sexuality.”
-Honorable Judge Ann Mesle
"Probably no other homosexual, and certainly no other performer, has had the effect on the
American gay community that Bourbon did."
-David Leitsch, Gay Journal

by Patrick C. Byrne; edited by David W. Jackson
© 2017 Patrick C. Byrne
ISBN: 978-1-59393-955-7 (Bear Manor Media)
Page Count: 381
Trim Size: 6” x 9”
$35 Hardcover online
$25 Soft cover online

The Bandit Rides Again
Jesse James, Whiskeyhead Ryan, and the Glendale Train Robbery
After the Civil War through
1876, almost every criminal
escapade committed in the
Midwest was laid at the feet of
the James-Younger Gang.
Their banditry suffered an
inglorious end in September
1876, at the failed First
National Bank robbery in
Northfield, Minnesota. Frank
and Jesse remained on the
lamb for the next three years,
living in seclusion and under
aliases until Jesse was
compelled in 1879 to ride
again! This time, the bandit
rode with hillbillies too young
to have served in the War, and
too immature to have been
loyal followers . . . ultimately
proving to be the beginning-of
the-end for Frank and Jesse.
It all began under the
darkness of night at the
backwoods Glendale Train
Depot, six miles southeast of
Independence, Jackson
County, Missouri. Two years
later, Bill “Whiskeyhead”
Ryan stood trial for that heist,
in the politically-charged and
terrorized community, and in
the same courtroom that still
exists today in the Historic
Truman Jackson County
Courthouse on the
Independence Square.

by Ralph A. Monaco, II; edited/designed by David W. Jackson
© 2017 Ralph A. Monaco
ISBN: 978-1975895310 (Jackson County Historical Society)
Page Count: 240
Trim Size: 6” x 9”
$20 online

Missouri Star
The Life and Times of Martha A. “Mattie”
(Livingston) Lykins Bingham
Biography of Mrs. Dr. Johnston Lykins, who later married famous
19th century Missouri artist and statesman, George Caleb Bingham
by Rose Ann Findlen; edited/designed by David W. Jackson
© 2011 Rose Ann Findlen
ISBN/EAN13 0974136578 / 978-0974136578 (Jackson Co. Hist.
Society)
Page Count: 194
Trim Size: 6” x 9”
Soft cover
$10 online

Borderland Families Always on the Edge
Journey of the Lykins, Peery, and Heiskell Families
along the Missouri Kansas Border
by Rose Ann Findlen; edited/designed by David W. Jackson
© 2011 Rose Ann Findlen
ISBN/EAN13 061545156X / 978-0615451565 (Generations Books)
Page Count: 438
Trim Size: 6” x 9”
Soft cover
$15 online

Blood on the Streets
The Civil War Comes to Jackson County,
Missouri, August 1862
by Ralph A. Monaco, II; edited/designed by David W. Jackson
© 2012 Ralph A. Monaco, II
ISBN/EAN13 0974136581 / 978-0974136585
(Jackson Co. Hist. Society)
Page Count: 94
Trim Size: 6” x 9” soft cover
$10 online

Scattered to the Four Winds:
General Order No. 11 and Martial Law in Jackson County, Missouri, 1863
The first comprehensive study of the people affected by a harsh Civil War dictate. It was the
first time in American History when the Federal military assumed ultimate authority over the
civilian population.1000s of names. Indexed. Illustrated.
by Ralph A. Monaco, II; edited/designed by David W. Jackson
© 2013 Ralph A. Monaco, II
ISBN/EAN13 0974136581 / 978-0974136585 (Jackson County Historical Society)
Page County: 450
Trim Size: 8” x 10”
Soft cover
$25 online

A Life After Quantrill
Kate King, A Biography
Kate King, In Fact and Fiction,
introduced in 2015, began “to separate
truth from fantasy, reality from
assumption to stimulate expanded
interest and increased scrutiny of all
aspects of this most intriguing character
with local and national historical
importance.” Immediately, the book led
to the authenticating and re-attribution
of an image long cited as Kate. The
facts
disproved
former
misidentification!
The untimely and unexpected death
of co-author, Vicki Beck, put the book
out-of-print. Virgil Hoftiezer continued
research and located additional sources
about Kate’s life that he added to a new
biography about Kate so that her story
may continue to be available to the
public.
The story starts with 13-year-old
Sarah Catherine King from Blue
Springs, Jackson County, Missouri,
who was with Quantrill until his 1863
murder. She lived nearly seven decades
beyond Quantrill's death. ‘Widowed’ at
17, she became St. Louis, Missouri’s
well-known madam, “Kate Clarke.”
After becoming a mother, she
changed her name, location and profession, until resurfacing in 1898 as “Mrs. S. E. Batson." Her grandson
became the prototype reporter in the television series, “Manhunt,” based on his work in the San Diego Police
Department.
Kate ended up back in Blue Springs and died at the Jackson County Poor Farm under the name “Mrs.
Sara Head.” Even in death, her gravesite was disputed for more than 80 years. That mystery, too, is settled, in A
Life After Quantrill.
by Virgil D. Hoftiezer, Ph.D.; edited/designed by David W. Jackson
© 2017 Virgil D. Hoftiezer
ISBN/EAN13: 1543240151 / 978-1543240153 (The Orderly Pack Rat)
Trim Size: 6” x 9”
Soft cover
$20 online

Cross Currents: A Memoir
Refusing to quiet her mind and spirit, a girl growing up on a
Missouri farm struggles to break free from role expectations of the
1950s but continues to feel ambivalent about the pull of those roots.
As she navigates the tumultuous social upheaval of the 60s, her
journey takes her across America, to bohemian Paris, to conflictfractured college campuses and to an Army base in German during
the Viet Nam War. Vivid details of her lonely journey will grab you
as you accompany her on an unconventional educational path, a
disastrous marriage, encounters with men in work and love, and
raising a daughter. A story of prevailing over forces aimed at
keeping her down.
by Rose Ann Findlen; edited/designed by David W. Jackson
© 2015 Rose Ann Findlen
ISBN/EAN13: 069251761 / 978-0692510766
(Generations Books)
Page Count: 223
Trim Size: 6” x 9”
Soft cover
$15 online

We Are Our Mothers’ Daughters: 9 Women Who Made a Difference
Mothers give advice. It is the nature of the role of mother.
We can’t help ourselves. This collection of nine stories
honors mothers whose lives have been memorable in their
courage and strength, and, yes, in the advice they gave to
their daughters. These mothers born in the late 19th or early
to middle 20th centuries produced daughters who have taken
their places at professional levels, who may have become
mothers themselves, and who have lived that advice and
passed their own versions on to their children. Please join me
in rejoicing in the successes of these nine women and their
mothers’ stories, in their mothers’ enduring strength and in
the pride of fulfilling the dreams made possible by the valiant
strength of the generation before them.
by Twyla J. Dell; edited/designed by David W. Jackson
© 2016 Twyla J. Dell
ISBN/EAN13: 978-1539376552 / ISBN-10: 1539376559
(Last Lap Press)
Page Count: 161
Trim Size: 6” x 9”
Softcover
$15 online

Colleges of Medicine, Dentistry and
Pharmacy, Kansas City, Missouri:
Names of 3400 Graduates, 1871-1905
Late 19th century Kansas City, Missouri, was an
active regional educational center for medicine,
dentistry and pharmacy. Genealogists and students
of local history and of the emerging medical
profession in the American west will benefit from
this first attempt at a comprehensive roster of these
earliest Kansas City graduates.
by James A. Tharp
edited/designed by David W. Jackson
© 2013 James A. Tharp
ISBN/EAN13: 0615770819 / 978-0615770819
(The Orderly Pack Rat)
Page Count: 229
Trim Size: 8.5” x 11”
Soft cover
$20 online

14,468 Public High School Graduates,
Kansas City, Missouri: 1872-1920
Did your Kansas City, Missouri, ancestors finish high
school between 1872-1920?
Which school did they attend?
What year did they graduate?
Were they honor students, senior class officers, or
scholarship recipients?
This book answers those questions.
by James A. Tharp
edited/designed by David W. Jackson
© 2019 James A. Tharp
ISBN/EAN13: 1080342117 / 978-1-08-034211-2
(The Orderly Pack Rat)
Page Count: 388
Trim Size: 8.5” x 11”
Soft cover
$20 online

Lost Midsummers
A Novel of Women’s
Friendship in Exile
In commemoration of the 2018
Centennial Celebration
of Latvian Independence.

by Agate Nesaule
edited/designed by David W. Jackson
© 2019 Agate Nesaule
ISBN-13: 978-1677909032
(Birch Grove Press)
Page Count: 415
Trim Size: 6” x 9”
Softcover
$20 online

After the devastation of Latvia by Russians, the turmoil of war in Germany, and the despair in displaced
persons’ camps, Alma and Kaija begin their life-long friendship in Indianapolis in 1950. Although they have
similar pasts and share the same language, their friendship is difficult. The experience of exiles in the Midwest,
presented in detail, is both the background of their friendship and a cause for action. It remains relevant today
as different immigrants search for their place in America.
“This powerful book is valuable for exiles and other readers. The women depicted in Lost Midsummers lose
everything, yet they retain an awareness of the poet Karlis Skalbe’s line, “The riches of the heart are never
lost.” Agate Nesaule writes about a miraculous disappearance of darkness in Midsummer.”
—Janina Kursite, Latvieša māja (The Home of a Latvian)
“Poignant and beautifully written, Agate Nesaule’s triumphs of imagination left me spellbound. I was captivated
by the candid portrayal of the price paid by women forging their own path and the costs for those remaining true
to tradition. A testament to the power of love, resilience, and starting over in a new place, Lost Midsummers is
also a tribute to the way our origins sustain us like the remembered fragrance of Latvian birches at the end of
this wise and compassionate book.”—Alison Townsend, Persephone in America & The Persistence of Rivers
“Timely and wise, both devastating and life-affirming, Agate Nesaule’s Lost Midsummers vividly reveals how
war and displacement impact lives across time, and the precious balms offered by friendship, creativity, and
compassionate understanding.”
—-Kirin Narayan, Everyday Creativity: Singing Goddesses in the Himalayan Foothills
“Lost Midsummers is a deeply engrossing tale about loneliness and resilience. Latvian-American writer Agate

Kansas City’s Historic Union Cemetery
By Judith King and Bruce Mathews
David W. Jackson, contributing author
ASIN: 1611691508

$30 online

The Story of Blue Springs, Missouri
By Paula Dexter Clyma
Illustrated by Greta Carol Hoener
David W. Jackson, contributing historian
ISBN: 978-1-7341414-0-5

Page Count: 95

Trim Size: 8” x 8”

Fourth grade Blue Springs students—and the Blue Springs community—have quite a unique tool
at their disposal to learn about the history of Blue Springs, Missouri, in an enjoyable way. Told
through poetry, this story celebrates the history and forecasts a bright future for this Kansas City
suburban city. Original illustrations guide the reader, led by a train named “Sni,” (named after
the river that runs by it), and a sweet, little bluebird (Missouri’s state bird) named “Bitsy Blue.”

Adams Cemetery and Koger Cemetery,
Grave Markers, Jackson County, Missouri
by Marguerite Jenkins
edited/designed by David W. Jackson
© 2017 Daughters of the American Revolution
ISBN/EAN13: 1981183817 / 978-1981183814
Page Count: 152
Trim Size: 8.5” x 11”
Softcover
$30 online

Kate King, In Fact and Fiction:
The Life and Legend of Sarah Catherine King-Quantrill-Evans-Batson-Head,
a.k.a. Kate Clarke
Kate King, In Fact and Fiction is the story of the survival of a
young woman from Blue Springs, Jackson County, Missouri,
named Sarah Catherine King who, at the outbreak of the Civil
War, became intimately involved with the notorious Confederate
guerrilla leader, William Clarke Quantrill. Her love affair was
exciting and tumultuous; but, brief. At the age of 17, she found
herself widowed and alone in St. Louis, Missouri. Alienated from
her family, Sarah subsisted by the oldest known profession and
became madam "Kate Clarke."
Motherhood led Kate from her "Den of Social Evil" to a nearly
20-year period of anonymity when she assumed a new identity and
life in Oklahoma Territory. Eventually, Kate, as "Mrs. Batson,"
helped to raise a grandson who would grow-up to earn his own
accomplished recognition.
In her last years as "Mrs. Sarah Head," when Kate ended up at the
Jackson County Poor Farm, her life and legend continued. Even in
death, a shroud of mystery ensued.
Kate King, In Fact and Fiction seeks to separate truth from
fantasy . . . reality from assumption . . . to stimulate expanded
interest and increased scrutiny of all aspects of this most intriguing
character with local and national historical importance.
by Virgil D. Hoftiezer, Ph.D., and Vicki P. Beck
edited/designed by David W. Jackson
© 2015 Virgil D. Hoftiezer and Vicki P. Beck
ISBN/EAN13: 0692457348 / 978-0692457344
(The Orderly Pack Rat)
OUT
Page Count: 362
OF
Trim Size: 6” x 9”
PRINT
Soft cover

